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ABSTRACT 
lt has been weil documented that summer heat islands inerease the demand for air conditioning. 

Several studies have suggested developing guidelines to mitigate this negative effect, on both micro- and 
meso-scales. Redueing summer heat islands saves cooling energy, reduces peak demand, and reduees 
the emission of CO2 from electric power plants. This paper summarizes some of our efforts to quantlfy 
the effects of teehniques to reduee heat islands. In partieular, we summarize sirnulations we have made 
on the effects of planting trees and switching to light eolored surfaces in eities. Our results indieate that 
these teehniques effectively reduee building cooling loads and peak power in selected U.S. eities, and are 
the cheapest way to save energy and reduee CO2 emissions. 

This paper compares the economics of technologies to mitigate summer heat islands with othor 
types of conservation measures. We estimate the eost of energy conserved by planting trees and recoat
Ing surfaces on a national level and compare it with the eost of energy-eonserved by inereasing efficien
eies in electrical appliances and ears. Early results indieate that the cost of energy saved byeontrolling 
heat Islands is less than 1 (tIkWh, more attractive than efficient electric appliances (-2(tIkWh), and far more 
attractlve than new electric supplies (-10(t/kWh). In transportation, the cost of conseNing a gallon of 
gasoline, though far more attractive than buying gasoline at current priees, is again more expensive than 
controlling heat islands. By accounting for the carbon content of the fuels used for power generation and 
transportation, we restate these comparisons in terms of cents per avoided pound of carbon emitted as 
CO2• OUr results show that the cost of avoided CO2 from planting trees/increasing albedo is about 0.3-
1.3(t/lb. of carbon; for buying efficient electric appliances, 2.5(t/lb. of carbon; and for effieient cars, 10(t/lb . 

. of carbon. 
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Long before mechanical air conditioning, people cooled their homes in the summer by surrounding 
them with trees and painting the walls and roofs white. The lack of such practices in many urban areas 
contributes to summer "heat islands" with a typical daily ave rage intensity of 3-5 °C. Several studies have 
suggested developing guidelines to mitigate this negative effect, on both micro- and meso-scales 
(Landsberg, 1978; Thurow, 1983). 

In this paper, we discuss the use of urban trees and light-colored surfaces as cheap, city-wide 
energy conservation strategies. Trees irnprove the urban eli mate and, by shading, evapotranspiration, 
and wind shielding, reduce summer cooling energy use in buildings at only about 1% of the cost of the 
avoided power plants and air-conditioning equipment. Using light-colored paints and surfacing the asphalt 
of streets and parking Iots with light-color sand are equally effective means to reduce summer air condi
tioning electricity use. 

In addition to saving energy, urban trees and light-colored surfaces are probably the most effective 
ways to decrease the growth of atmospheric CO2. By reducing the need to burn fossil fuels for generating 
electricity, urban trees are indirectly many times more efficient at sequestering CO2 than is rural foresta
tion. 

World energy use is the main contributor to atmospheric CO2• In 1987, the people of the world 
burned some 300 quadrillion Btus ('quads') of fuel, releasing 5.4 billion tons of carbon into the atmo
sphere, 2 to 5 times the amount contributed by deforestation (Brown et al., 1988). Increasing use of fossil 
fuel and deforestation together have raised atmospheric CO2 concentration some 24% over the last 150 
years. According to models of global climate and preliminary measurements, these changes in the compo
sltion of the atmosphere have al ready begun raising the earth's ave rage temperature. If current energy 
trends continue, these changes could drastically alter the earth's temperature, with unknown but poten
tially catastrophic physical and political consequences. Since the first OPEC embargo in 1973 and the oU 
price shocks in 1979, increased energy awareness have led to conservation efforts and levelIng of energy 
consumption in the industrialized countries. U.S. energy use remained at 74 quads/year from 1973 to 
1986, although it grew by 1.7 quads in 1987 (Rosenfeld, 1987). An important byproduct of this reduced 
energy use is a lowering of CO2 emissions. 

Although we are not yet to the point of offering specific guidelines, our preliminary calculations indi
cate that heat island mitigation strategies such as urban trees and light-colored surfaces are attractive 
conservation measures that can save 0.5 quad per year with a payback time of 0.3 to 1.8 years, and 
decrease CO2 emissions by about 20 million tons of carbon per year. 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MODIFYING THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT 

The effects of modifying the urban environment, planting trees and increasing albedos, are best 
quantified in terms of direct and indirect contributions. The direct effect of planting trees around a building 
or painting its surfaces a light color is to alter the energy balance and cooling requirements of that 
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particular building. However. when trees are planted and albedos rnodifled throughout an entire city, the 
energy balance of the whole city is mocIified, produclng city-wide changes in cllmate. Phenomena associ
ated with the city-wlde changes are referred to as Indirect effects. The energy use of an indivldual build
Ing Is indirectly affected by the changes made throughout the city. 

An Important reason for making the distinction between direct and indirect effects Is that whlle direct 
effects are weil recognlzed and can be weil accounted for in present models of building energy use, 
Indirect effects have received much less recognitlon. Methods of. accounting for indirect effects have not 
been as weil developed and remain comparatively much less certaln. Understanding these effects and 
incorporating them into accounts of buiIdIng use is the focus of our current research. It is worth noting that 
the phenomenon of summer urban heat islands is itself the consequence of Inadvertent Indirect effects of 
the built environment. We are proposing using the same principles to create cooler cities. 

The issue of direct and indirect effects also enters Into our discussIons of atmospheric CO2• Planting 
trees has a direct effect of reducing atmospheric CO2 because each indivldual tree, during lts lifetime, 
directly sequesters carbon from the atmosphere. However, planting trees In citles also has a secondary 
(indirect) effect on CO2• By reducing the demand for cooling energy, urban trees Indirectly reduce emis
sion of CO2 from power plants. As we shall discuss, the amount of CO2 avoided through the secondary 
effects of trees is considerably greater than the amount sequestered directly. 

URBAN TREES AS AN ENERGY CONSERVATION STRATEGY 
In addition to their aesthetic value, urban trees can modify the clImate of a city and reduce building 

coolIng energy use. IndivIdually , urban trees act as shading and wind-shlelding elements modifying the 
conditio ns around an adjacent building. Significant increases in the number of urban trees can alter the 
heat balance of the entlre city, mode rating the intensity of the urban heat island. 

Case studies (Laechelt and Williams, 1976; Buffinglon, 1979) have documented dramatic differences 
In cooling energy use between houses on landscaped and unlandscaped sites. In particular, researchers 
at Florida Intemational University (Parker, 1981) measured cooling savings resultlng from weil planned 
landscaping and found that properly Iocated trees and shrubs reduced daily air conditioning electriclty use 
by as much as 50%. 

Trees affect energy use in buildings through direct processes such as (1) reducing solar heat gain 
through windows, walls, and roofs by shading, (2) reducing the radiant heat gain from surroundings by 
shading, and (3) reduclng infiltration by protecting a particular building. When properly placed around a 
bullding, trees can prevent unwanted solar radlation from striking the bullding and reduce its cooling 
energy use. Declduous trees are particularly beneficial because they allow solar gain in buildings during 
the winter and block lt during the summer. Acting as wind breaks, trees also lower wind speeds, which 
may reduce or Increase a building's cooling energy use depending on outdoor conditions. 

The Indirect effects include (1) reducing the outside air infiltratlon rate by increasing the city surface 
roughness and lowering ambient wind speeds, (2) reducing the heat gain into the buildings by lowering 
summer ambient temperatures through evapotransplratlon(the evaporation of water from vegetation), 
and (3) in some cases, increasing latent air conditioning Ioad by adding moisture to the air through evapo
transpiratIon. On hot summer days, a tree can act as a natural "evaporative cooler" using up to 100 gal
lons of water a day and thus lowe ring the ambient temperature. The effect of evapotranspiration is 
minimal In winter because of lower amblent temperatures and the absence of leaves on declduous trees. 
A significant lncrease In urban trees, increasing evapotranspiration during the summer, can produce an 
"oasis effect" and signiflcantly lower urban ambient temperatures. Buildings in cooler environments will 
consume less cooling power and energy, although, in some cases, the amount of latent cooling, I.e. humi-
dlty removal, might be sllghtly Increased. . 
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ALBEDO AS AN ENERGY CONSERVATION STRATEGY 

The energy balance of a building or an entire city depends on the net radiation reflected from lts sur
face. To describe this dependence, one uses the property albedo. Whereas the reflectance of a surface 
depends on the frequency of the radiation Incident upon lt, albedo refers to the reflectivlty of a surface 
averaged over the entire solar spectrum. An albedo of 1.0 corresponds to a surface that completely 
reflects, while an albedo of 0.0 refers to one that completely absorbs all incident radiation. The albedo of 
an individu al building can be modified to achieve direct savings: a lighter building reflects more solar radi
atlon and stays cooler. The albedo of an entlre city can be modified to achieve indirect savlngs by chang
Ing city-wide temperatures. 

In nature, albedos of different surfaces range from extremes of 0.90 (reflective white) to 0.05 (dark 
black). Most buildings and clties have albedos in the range of 0.20-0.35, although these values can differ 
depending on characteristics of the surfaces. Traditional clties of white-washed buildings found In hot cli
mates have albedos In the range of 0.30-0.45 (Taha et al., 1988). Reflectlve roof membranes and the 
popular "solar control" glazings of commercial buildlngs both have albedos of up to 0.8. There is a practi
cal constralnt In the maximum achlevabie urban albedo if this strategy is used in conjunctIon with 
increased urban vegetatlon, slnce a dense urban tree canopy will cover a large amount of the surface area 
(the albedo of trees is -0.25). We have estimated an upper limit of 0.40 for the albedo of a highly
vegetated city with Ilght-colored surfaces. 

In practica, using albedo as an energy conservation strategy requires a good understanding of the 
Iocal climate. In a glven location, one needs to be concerned with the impact of albedo on both cooling 
and heating energy use. Although in general, an effective strategy is to increase the albedo In hot cli
mates to decrease cooling Ioads, and to decrease the albedo in cold climates to reduce heating Ioads. 

ENERGY SAVINGS 

In previous papers (Akbari et al., 1986; Huang et al., 1987; Taha et al., 1988), we analyzed the 
potentlal energy and power savings resuiting from the use of urban trees and albedo. An analysis of sav
Ings was made for both direct and indirect contributlons for a number of U.S. clties. 

Direet effeets were modeled uslng DOE-2.1 C, a computer model for building energy analysls. The 
effect of trees was modeled by increasing building shade and reducing local wind speeds. To simulate a 
30% increase In cover, three trees (one south, two west) were added around each house. The effect of 
varying foliage density of deciduous trees was accounted for. The reduction in wind speed wlthin the 
canopy was simulated based on tree cover, where we used an empirical fonnula derived for vegetated 
suburban houses In Davis, CA (McGinn, 1982). Although in these studies wind was modeled as an indirect 
effect, the distinction between direct and indirect effects of wind is Inexact, and, for convenience, in this 
paper we have assumed lt to be a direct effect only. The direct effect of albedo was modeled by changing 
the absorptlvity of the building shell, thus affecting the external surface temperature and the conductIve 
heat gain. 

The ability of DOE-2.1 C to accurately model the direct effects of shading, absorptivity, and infiltration 
is weil recognized. We believe the simulations we have done to be accurate representations of effects 
nation-wide. However, modeling city-wide climate variations due to trees and albedo is less certain. Our 
quantifications of indirect effect are preliminary and our methods deserve further discussion. 

Indirect effects were simulated using models of urban climate which quantified the impact of trees on 
wind speed, temperature, and humidity (Huang et al., 1987) and the impact of albedo on ambient dry bulb 
temperature (Taha et al., 1988). The modifications in ambient conditio ns were input to DOE-2.1C to simu
late the modified building energy and power. consumption. 

To simulate the effects of evapotranspiration, the amount of water released to the atmosphere was 
first computed based on meteorological condItions and canopy characteristics. The water vapor was then 
mixed in an atmospheric volume detennined by the dimensions of the city and the time-varying mixing 
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height above it. The depression In dry-bulb temperature and inerease In speciflc humidity were obtained 
assuming uniform mixing of the water vapor withln the volume. 

The indirect effeets of albedo were simulated with a one-climensional model of the urban boundary 
layer, where the energy balanee state at the urban surface accounted for representative values of surface 
albedo. The albedo values used were obtained from spatially averaging the albedos of the major surface 
components in the urban area. The indirect effect of trees was to reduce the ambient temperature and 
lnerease the local humidity. Temperature reduction was beneficial, while the inerease in humidity added 
to the cooling Ioads of buildlngs. The combi nation of these effeets was fully accounted for in the building 
energy analysis. In the warm cities we. have selected, the indirect effect of iooreasing albedo was to 
recluce the urban amblent temperature, so that the building was actually simulated in a cooler micro
cIimate. 

Sinee the indirect effeets of albedo modifications were simulated one-climenslonally, our calculations 
Impllcitly assumed that the Increased albedo would affect the urban temperature but not the radiative 
budget at the building site (Taha et al., 1988). In other words, the geometry of reflection is not accounted 
for, nor does the reflected radiation have any effect on surrounding windows or surfaces. Although higher 
albedos could inerease the net heat gain through fenestration because of the inerease in reflected radia
tion, this is not accounted for in our model. In the real world, some design considerations would be neees
sary to avoid this problem. The re-orientation of windows as weil as the careful design of shades would be 
important. Urban trees could be so located as to block the reflected energy from neighboring buildings. If 
only the roof surfaces of the houses were whitewashed, the problems of glare and inereased heat gain 
through windows would not exlst at all. Finally , we should note that the indirect effects of trees (evapo
transpiration) and albedo (temperature depression) have so far been slmulated independently. There is 
now no account for feedback effects which could be significant, siooe trees may decrease the Iocal albedo 
and the lower temperature (resuItIng from higher albedos) rnay In turn deérease evapotranspiration. This 
combination of these effeets will be accounted for in the near future. 

Tabla I gives the lneremental savings in cooling energy and peakpower resuIting from the direct 
effects of Increased urban tree cover and albedo. The results are shown for both the 1973 housing stocks 
and newer 1980 houses. The 1973 stock Is representative of leaky and poorly insulated housing, while 
the 1980 homes are tight and weil insulated. The 'Base' column in each case represents the base case 
for a bullding with normal albedo (30%) and no surrounding trees. The 'Trees' column gives the effects of 
a 30% ioorease in tree cover (3 trees) and is broken down into effects of iooreased shading alone, wind 
reduction alone, and combined wind and shading effects. It can be seen that by reducing heat gain, shad
ing always reduces cooling loads. The effects of wind reduction, on the other hand, can be beneficialor 
detrimental depending on outdoor conditions. In the 1973 houses, with relatively high infiltration and con
ductive heat gains, ventilation is useful in rernoving the built-up indoor heat. Therefore, reducing wind 
speed would resuIt in inereased cooling energy and power. In the better insulated 1980 houses, infiltration 
is proporlionally significant than conduction, therefore reducing wind speed reduces the cooling peak 
power. But similar to the 1973 stock, reducing wind speed iooreases the cooling hours. The 'Albedo' 
column shows the direct effect of increasing the house albedo to 70%. This is the effect of albedo alone, 
and it is positive in all the cases. Finally, the 'Combined' column gives the effect of combining the higher 
albedo with a 30% ioorease in tree cover. All entries other than those in the 'Base' column represent per
cent savings. 

We are uncomfortable with the surprisingly large negative impacts of wind reduction on cooling 
energy consumption. Reducing wind affects building cooling energy use by 1) increasing the building 
envelope's surface temperature (henee increasing the conductive gains), 2) reducing Infiltration, and 3) 
changing the ventilation schedules currently used in our simulations. We are investigating the negative 
contribution of these three factors. At this time, we believe that the ventilation schedules, which are to 
some degree arbitrary and can be easily rnodified,'has the largest negative impact on the cooling energy 
consumption. However, for estimating the conservation potential of trees, we have used the current con
servative savings as shown in Table I. 
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Table I. Direct savlngs In coolIng energy and peak power resuitIng from planting trees and whitewashing bulldlngs. All columns, except 
the bases, are in percent (.&%) relative to basecases. Symbols ·s·, V, and ·a· stand for shading, wind, and albedo, respectively. The tree cover 
was increased by 30% with respect to the base case, whereas albedo was increased from 30% to 70%. Note the large negative impact of wind 
reduction (column V) that is mainly the resuIt of our modeling of ventilative cooling. We have kept these conservative estimates for calculating the 
national savings. For further discussion, see the text. 

LocatlOn 1973 Houses (Ieaky and Iow-lnsulatlOn) 1980 Houses (tlght and high-Insulation) 

Trees Albedo Combined Trees Albedo Combined 
Base s W s+w a a+s+w Base s w s+w a a+s+w 

(4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%) 

Chicago IL 1400tt2 2000tt2 

PeakkW 3.60 119.4 -2.5 16.91 5.8 I 23.6 3.20 I 21.0 2.8 23.8 I 5.3 I 29.1 
AnnualkWh 2584.0 29.7 -26.6 3.11 14.8 19.9 1888.0 30.9 -22.8 8.1 12.8 21.6 

Mlaml FL 1400ft2 1600tt2 

PeakkW 5.42 1 7.0 -9.2 -2.21 20.5 I 25.3 3.29 114.0 3.0 17.0 1 6.3 I 23.4 
AnnualkWh 13623.0 15.8 -19.3 -3.5 18.6 22.5 8730.0 14.8 -5.6 9.2 7.4 16.5 

MInneapolIs MN 1400tt2 2000tt2 

PeakkW 3.14 I 23.9 -1.9 22.0 1 3.5 1 27.1 2.65 I 29.1 0.0 29.11 1 4.1 I 31.7 
AnnualkWh 1916.0 27.3 -18.9 8.4 11.3 20.2 1325.0 36.6 -22.1 14.5 11.1 22.6 

Phoenix AZ 1400tt2 1600 tt2 

PeakkW 7.56 I 12.6 2.7 15.31 7.8 I 26.2 5.18 111.4 11.2 22.61 5.8 I 31.1 
AnnualkWh 13117.0 15.9 -12.0 3.9 12.9 19.8 . 7789.0 15.0 -8.9 6.1 8.9 17.3 

Plttsburgh PA 1600tt2 1600tt2 

PeakkW 3.50 I 26.8 -12.2 14.6 I 13.7 1 24.9 2.36 I 27.5 -9.7 17.81 9.3 I 23.3 
AnnualkWh 1821.0 34.0 -35.5 -1.5 19.1 23.3 1177.0 33.1 -28.8 4.3 12.0 20.1 

Saeramemo CA 1400tt2 1600 tt2 

PeakkW 5.40 119.7 -10.1 9.61 13.3 I 25.4 3.85 I 16.7 0.2 16.9 I 7.5 I 26.0 
AnnualkWh 3767.0 34.6 -36.8 -2.2 22.3 28.3 2372.0 29.3 -21.5 7.8 11.5 23.8 

Washington De 2000ft2 2200tt2 

PeakkW 5.80 117.4 1.7 19.1 I 10.5 I 30.3 3.98 I 19.1 6.0 25.1 I 6.7 I 29.4 
AnnualkWh 4358.0 25.7 -21.8 3.9 16.4 22.7 2790.0 26.6 -15.5 11.1 10.6 20.0 

Average 

PeakkW 26.3 28.0 
AnnualkWh 21.9 18.6 
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Table II summarizes our earlier work of indirect savings of cooling energy and peak power. These 
data represent percent savings In additIon to savings which resuIt from direct effects. For the cities 
modeled, the effect of an additional 3 trees results In approxlmately 30% savings in annual cooling energy 
and approximately 15-20% annual savings in peak cooling power. The indirect effects of albedo were 
quantifled for Sacramento, CA for only four days in July. During these days, slmulations showed that by 
lnereaslng the albedo of the surroundlngs from 0.25 to 0.40, the cooling energy was reduced by 45% and 
peak power by 21%, suggestlng that for a residential building the potential savlngs from albedo and vege
tation are roughly equivalent. 

Table II. Indirect savlngs in cooling energy use and peak cooling power for single story 
prototype houses. Canopy savings are annual figures. Albedo savlngs are for the period 
from July 9 to July 12 only. (All entries are Indirect effeets, additional to direct effects) 

Urban canopy density Albedo of house 
Increased by 3 trees/house* and surrounding Increased** 

Location Percent energy savings Percent energy savlngs 

Sacramento CA 
AnnualkWh 37 45t 
PeakkW 23 21 

Phoenix AZ 
AnnualkWh 27 --
PeakkW 12 --

Lake Charles LA 
AnnualkWh 31 --
PeakkW 15 --

Los Angeles CA 
(LAX):I: 
AnnualkWh -0 --
PeakkW 32 --

* Data from Huang et al., 1987. Assumes an increase of 3 trees per house. 
** Data estimated from Taha et al., 1988. Assumes an inerease from 0.25 to 0.40 In the 
albedo of the surroundlngs. 
t Canopy savings are annual savings. Albedo savings for the period from July 9 to July 12. 
:I: LAX Is on the Pacific Ocean. 

We have cornparatively few simulatlons of the Indirect effects. Since our models of urban ellmate 
are still under development, we conservatively interpret these results as maximum effects. When extrapo
lating to determine national savings (Tab le III), we typically assume smaller effects. 

QUANTIFICATION OF NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS 
Total Cooling Energy Use In the U.S. 

of the 86 million households in the U.S., 51 million have air conditioners (room and central) which 
use an ave rage of 2000 kWh per year (EIA, 1984); -so total usage is about 100 billion kWh or 1.2 quads of 
source energy per year. In the U.S. in 1987 commercial buildings used 670 billion kWh of electricity (EIA, 
1987), of which, approximately 20% was used for cooling. This corresponds to a total cooling energy use 
of about 130 billIon kWh or 1.5 quads of sou ree energy per year. Together, residential and commercial 
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cooling uses 2.7 quads of source energy per year, which Is worth at least $23 billion 1. 

Direct Savings 

AKBARI, ET AL 

We will assume that tree planting and albedo modification can be applied to 50% of the 51 million air 
conditioned houses. These measures cannot be applied to all houses with air conditioners since tree den
sity may already be high (especially in older cities). Increase in tree cover and/or albedo modification may 
also not be acceptabie by all municipalities, and some areas may not have a significant cooling load. We 
will also assume that half of the commercial building stock of 4 million buildings is small enough to be 
directly affected by shading and albedo modification. 

Our analysis shows that the direct effect of planting three trees per residential house and changing 
the building albedo is an average of 20% coolIng energy savings (See Table I). Applying this to the 25 
million available residential houses (using 75 million total trees) would resuIt in an energy savings of 0.12 
quad. The corresponding direct savings due to the planting of 30% tree cover around small commercial 
bulldings Is about 8% (Akbari et at, 1987). When this is applied to 50% of the 2 million small commercial 
buildings (using another 25 million trees) this would save an additional 0.03 quad. Conservatively, a direct 
savings of 0.15 quad would be achieved if 100 million trees were planted. 
Indirect Savings (Heat Island Effects) 

Our preliminary results quantifying Indirect effects (See Table II) suggest that tree planting and 
albedo modification save at least 20% of residential cooling energy use (0.23 quad). Because small com
mercial buildings are less sensitive to outdoor temperature than residential houses we expect only a 12% 
savlngs in small commercial cooling energy use (0.09 quad) due to Indirect effects. By reducing tempera
tures throughout the city, these measures also decrease cooling energy use In large commercial buildings 
by inereasing system efficiency and economizer operating hours. We estimate this would save 5% or an 
additlonal 0.04 quad. Table III summarizes the estimated savlngs due to direct and indirect effects on 
residential and commercial cooling. 

CARBON DIOXIDE AND CONSERVATION 
In order to estimate the potentlal carbon dioxide reduction due to conservation we must estlmate the 

amount of carbon produced in the form of CO2 for each kWh of electrlclty generated. This varles from 0.5 
lb. carbonlkWh for natural gas fired power plants to 1 lb. carbonlkWh for coal fired power plants. Because 
cooling energy Is almost always used during peak demand perlods (except In the case of thermal storage) 
the electric utility must meet this demand uslng a combination of coal, 011, and gas fired power plants. The 
fraction of each tuel type used varies greatly depending on the region of the country and the peak system 
Ioad and can vary from all coal in some parts of the East to all oil and gas in Texas. However, the national 
average is approxlmately half coal and half 011 and gas (DOE, 1988). This results In an average emisslon 
of 0.8 lb. carbon/kWh generated for peak power. 

About half of the savings from the comblnation of the direct and Indirect effects shown In Table III 
would result from the planting of 100 million urban trees. This savings of 0.25 quads (22 billion kWh) 
corresponds to a savings of 9 million tons of carbon. Sinee forest trees sequester carbon at the rate of 
-6.5 tons per hectare (Brown et al., 1988) and there are -1000 trees per hectare, each tree directly 
sequesters -13 Ib. carbon per year. Therefore, 100 million trees will directly sequester 0.65 million tons of 
carbon, or one fifteenth of that saved through their reduction in cooling energy use. Another way of Iook
Ing at this is that to directly sequester the amount of carbon saved by the planting of 100 million urban 
trees would require the planting ot 1.5 bill ion forest trees corresponding to 1.5 million hectares of forest 
(Total area of Connecticut Is about 1.3 million hectares.) 

1. Most residential electricity is still sold at an average price of -7.5 4tJkWh, but air conditioning power is mainly "on-peak" and 
the cost of new peak power is closer 10 10 4tJkWh. 
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Table III. Vearly aavlngs (by 100 million trees) of primary energy used for air conditioning In the U.S. and 
consequent reductIons In released carbon*. 

Residentlal ** Small Commercial t Large Commercial * Total 

Ene~ Carbon Ene~y Carbon Ene~ Carbon Energy Carbon 
(%) (101 Btu) (M Tons) (%) (101 Btu) (M Tons) (%) (101 Btu) (M Tons) (1015 Btu) (M Tons) 

Direct 
Savlngs 10 0.12 4 4 0.03 1 0 0.0 0 0.15 5 

Indirect 
Savings 20 0.23 8 12 0.09 3 5 0.04 1 0.36 12 

Total 30 0.35 12 16 0.12 4 5 0.03 1 0.51 18 

* Production of carbon (as CO~ from a paal< power plant assumes 11,600 BtuJkWh sOld, and -14,500 
Btullb. of carbon. 
** ResIdentlal. US annual residentlal cooling electricity use is -100 BkWh/yr, corresponding to 1.2 quads. 
We assumed 3 trees (plus light surfaces) for 50% of our 50 million air C9nditioned homes, so 75 million 
trees (plus light surfaces). 
t Small Commercial. US uses 65 BkWh (- 0.75 quad). We assumed 30% coverage by trees (25 mUIlon 
more trees). * Large Commercial. US uses 65 BkWh (- 0.75 quad). We assumed no additional trees. 

THE COST OF CONSERVED ENERGV AND CARBON 
Sinee all energy conservation measures that reduce fossil fuel use also reduce carbon emlsslons, 

the savings shown in Table III should be compared to other conservation strategies in terms of economic 
attractiveness (TabielV). For example, the trend to more efficient electric appliances yleids a cost of con
served energy (CCE) of about 2t per kWh saved. Using the value of 0.8 lb. of carbon (in the form of CO~ 
for each kWh generated calculated in the previous section, we can compute the cost of conserved carbon 
(CCC) from more efficient electric appliances at 2.5t1lb. C. Another conservation strategy is improving 
efficiency In automobiles. The cost of conserved carbon in going from an auto mobile that gets 26 mpg to 
one that gets 36 mpg is 10tllb. C. Both these measures are effective and proven, but they are much more 
expensive than urban trees and light-colored cities. 

Table IV shows that increased tree planting and white surfaces have an approximate CCE of about 
0.2 - 1.0tlkWh, and an approximate CCC of about 0.3 - 1.3t1lb. of C. This is as much as ten times 
cheaper than either of the examples mentioned above. The point of the comparison is not to discredit the 
other conservation strategies, which are effective and proven, but to suggest that planting urban trees and 
modlfying urban albedos seems attractlve, and definitely worth investigaling. 
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Table IV. Cost effectiveness, energy savings, and carbon savings of urban trees/light surfaces, efficient electric appliances, and efficient cars. 

CCE* Payback CCC* Implemented ~UEC* ~E ~C Cost of 
Measure (~kWh) Time (yr) (~Ib C) Fraction (%) by 2000 (Quadlyr) (M Tons/yr) Program* ($8) 

or (~gal) (%) 

Urban Trees! 0.2-1.0 0.3-1.8 0.3-1.3 50 19 0.51 18 0.5-2.5 
Light Surfaces** 

Efficient Electric 2 3 2.5 100 17 0.6 21 10 
Appliancest 

Efficient 50 2.5 10 100 38 2.8 50 50 
Cars:t 

- ---_._- ,--_._._- --

* Headlngs Deflned 
a) CCE is Cost of Conserved Energy, CCC is Cost of Conserved Carbon, and UEC is Unit Energy Consumption. 
b) Program cost is the nation-wide cost for irnplementing the measure. 

** Urban TreeSlllght Surfaces 
a) To estimate the CCE and CCC, we assumed that 100 M trees (TabIe III) cost $5-25 each (including their water consumption for two years) for a 
total cost of $B 0.5 to 2.5. The real interest rate is assumed 7%. We would plant 3 seedNngs per air conditioned house, and it takes about 10 years 
for seedling to yield adequate shade. . 
b) In calculating CCC, we assumed that electricity is produced from peak power plants at 1 kWh = 11,600 Btu = - 0.8 Ib of carbon. 
c) ~UEC for air conditio ning is the sum of direct and indirect effects of urban trees/white surfaces for both residential and commercial sectors. 

t Appllances 
All entries for this row are based on information provided by H. S. Geiler, -Energy and Economical Savings from National AppHance Energy Stan
dards,- ACEEE, March 1987. 

:tcars 
The entries for this row are based M. Ross article -Road Vehicles and Petroleum Use in the US to Year 2000,- ACEEE, draft, Aug. 1987. 
a) The fleet ave rage is assumed to improve from 26 to 36 mpg. 
b) The CCE for improving the efficiency of cars from 26 to 36 mpg is estimated to be 50t/gal. 
c) The CCC assumes 5 Ib of carbon in a gallon of gasoNne. 
d) Today, at 18.6 mpg, we use 6.63 Mbod of transportation gasoNne. The 26 mpg standard will reduce this 6.63 to 4.75 Mbod. Further gain from 
26 to 36 mpg will reduce 4.75 to 3.42, saving of 1.33 Mbod, corresponding to 2.8 Ouads. 
e) Program cost is based on 125 million cars and light trucks at an additional cost of $400 each. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
Tree Planting 
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An estimate of the costs for a large-scale urban tree planting program can be derived by examining a 
recent experience in Los Angeles, CA. A vigorous tree-planting program was undertaken by Los Angeles 
in 1983 to beautify the city by planting a million trees before the 1984 Olympic games. This effort was 
spearheaded by the Tree People (Tree People, 1983). A large lumber company supplied 600,000 
drought-resistant seedling pines in containers, which were distributed by a fast food chain restaurant, 
along with postcards to be retumed when the seedlings were planted. Schools and neighborhood groups 
also planted trees, and undertook to water them for the first two years, after which they can survive on 
their own. Later in the program, distributors gave out more coniferous and deciduous, smog and drought 
tolerant native tree species. 

The weak point of the project was its follow-up. Although more than a million seedlings and trees 
were distributed or planted, it is not known what fraction survived. The strong point of the project was its 
low cost. Less than $1 million was spent, mainly for printing and advertising, which translates to a cost 
per seedling of only $1. In this paper, we assume, conservatively, that a seedling or a young tree can be 
planted and brought to maturity in a city for $5 to $25. 

There are already millions of urban trees, and there is much literature on urban forestry, e.g. annual 
Proceedings of the US National Urban Forestry Conferences (American Forestry Association, 1986), pub
lications of the Intemational Society of Arboriculture, and various books (MiJler, 1988; Harris, 1983; John
son et al., 1982; Grey and Deneke, 1978). In addition to the planting costs, the re are potential problems 
associated with increased numbers of urban trees. Akbari et al. (1987) discuss some potential conflicts 
between a tree campaign and urban infrastructure. 

A careful selection of species and the determination of a safe proximity to buildings, power lines, and 
so forth can large ly eliminate many common problems. Attention to soil type when planting trees next to 
existing structures will help avoid problems associated with the roots causing changes in moisture content 
of shrinkable clay soils, resuIting in foundation movement and possible structural damage to buildings. 

In addition to the above concerns, attention must be paid to the costs for planting, watering, and 
maintalning trees. In arid environments, there may be a direct conflict between planting trees to reduce 
energy consumption and the lack or cost of water. It may be possible to overcome this conflict to some 
extent by using drought-tolerant species that are weil adapted to the environment. However, trees that 
evaporate less water will provide less evaporative cooling. 

Another issue to be considered is whether it is physically possible or desirabie to increase the 
number of trees in cities to cover an additional 10% to 25% of the urban area. The answer depends on 
how heavily forested the city is, how dry the climate is, and where in the city the trees are to be planted. 
We can estimate the feasibility of an urban tree planting program using results from an analysis of the phy
sieal characteristics of the city in question. 

Albedo Modification 
There are a number of ways to modify a city's albedo: when it is time to repaint or re roof or resurface 

asphalt, lighter colors can be substituted for the existing color of buildings, reflective rooftops can be used, 
and white sand can be rolled onto the top of asphalt. Since many urban surfaces need to be recoated 
eventually, the cost of these methods may be less than the cost of planting and maintaining trees and, in 
contrast to planting new trees, altering the urban albedo starts to pay for itself immediately. 

Changing the albedo of a city does not have to create major conflicts. Cities with white-washed 
buildings have been acceptable to ma ny countries (e.g. Greece, Middie Eastern countries) throughout his
tory. Also, highly reflective glass buildings are commonly regarded as beautiful. Of course building own
ers and architects like to have choices of colors for their buildings. An essential element in any undertak
ing to modify the urban albedo should be an ongoing dialogue with the public to obtain their input and 
cooperatlon. 
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Economics of Implementation 
The oost of trees/white surfaces is quite small (-$15-75/home once compared to $100/year for air 

conditioning). Nevertheless. there are questions about how to apportion costs. Businesses and city 
residents both benefit from a more comfortabie environment and from lower summer cooling costs. Utili
ties benefit from reduced peak power demand. which translates into the construction of fewer new power 
plants. Cities benefit from an improved local climate because environment is an important consideration 
for people and businesses deciding where to loeate. 

A practical and no-cost method of increasing the city albedo is to enoourage the use of lighter colors 
at the time of repainting or reroofing buildings. or resurfacing top asphalts. The cost of planting and main
taining trees in large quantities is low. Since many home owners like to plant trees anyway. all that is 
need ed is a little enoouragement and some information on what kind of trees and where to plant them for 
the most energy savings benefits. 

CONCLUSION 

During 10 years of high oil prices. conservation kept U. S. energy use constant and resulted In a 10-
year leve ling of national CO2 production. Now energy consumption is ris ing again. 

To continue what has been proven to be effective. we propose planting trees and using lighter 
colored surfaces in cities wherever there is a significant demand for air conditio ned buildings. These sim
pie measures are based on design principles that were only recently abandoned with the advent of cheap. 
abundant air conditioning. The ideas are essentially these: plant a couple of trees on the south and one 
on the west side of the building to provide shade and evaporative cooling; increase the reflectance of the 
building and its surroundings so that the building will absorb less radiant energy. 

The savings in cooling energy that can be achieved via shading and increased surface reflectivity. or 
albedo modification. are weil recognized. Our preliminary studies suggest that such measures. have a 
direct effect of reducing the need for residential building cooling by as much as 30%. 

Because the direct savings from shading and albedo modification are fairly weil recognized. the 
research of the Heat Island Project at LBl has been primarily on the indirect eHects of these measures. 
Indirect effects are changes in the city microclimate that may eliminate current summer urban heat 
islands. Eliminating summer heat islands not only further increases the amount of energy saved in the 
residential sector. but by reducing ambient air temperatures. reduces commercial cooling energy require
ments as weil. 

The same measures offer an extremely inexpensive way to reduce carbon emissions. Although all 
trees directly sequester carbon. planting an urban tree could produce direct saving of power plant emis
sions that is equivalent to many times the yearly amount of carbon sequestered by a tree in the forest. The 
indirect savings achieved by reducing summer heat islands more than doubles the savings of the direct 
eHects of these measures. 
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